
Lecture 7 AbstractNonsense

Basics ofSetTheory

say 7:A-B is a map ofsets. Then f is subjective if

(if and only ifithas the following property:

For every 90,92:BC C =

some other set) s.t.

980f 980f =90f

Ac Take any
b-B wan to show

gz(b) =gz(b)

v We know EatAS.t.f(a)
=b

92(b) =(920f)(a) converse

92 of
11 =exercise

Then 98= 92
92(b) =(gz0f)(b)

Nonexample:Consider f:RR defined by x -x-

Letgo, gn:
R-Rbe gs(x) =x, and gz(x) =(x/

Then go of
=goof, butge 92

⑪ DTROM
A B

f "does notknow" 92 =g, over 120

about10 in B 91 = gz over R

f:A-B is injective => Age, 92:(
- As.t.

f091
=f092

7B
(
then ge

=92
(

fog2

Left as Exercise



Factorization of maps

Letf: A-B bemaps of sets At B
9:A- C sh

2

We say thatof
factors through 9 ifEh

=<->B

sit.f=hog i.e., AB commutes

( St, (
Ifg is subjective, then he has to be unique ifitexists

if
=1-B is another map sit.

(1 f =h'.g,then h=h

Equivalence Relations.

Recall thatX:Set2x= setof all subsets of

GiveLEX, write X for the corresponding subsetof X

Def A binary relation on Xis a subsetREX X Xs.t.

Xay
if (x, y) E

Eg. REXR
be defined by R

=G(x,y)/Er G(R, s.t.y
- x
=r3

Thex-yE> X11i.e., n ="-"

Similarly, RCIXI
be defined by

e =2(a,b)(7k-1s.t.b- a =nkb

Thenxry
=> x

=
y mod n

We say thatis an equivalence relation
ifitis

(a) reflexive x-x (i.e.,(x,x)tR)

(b) symmetricx-y> ynx

(c) transitive X-yy1z => x2z



Non-examples:is notreflexive butis

<and Iare
both transitive

2X(yy
=z =x

=

z)

butnotsymmetric (ifxay
thexis false

=mod is an equivalence relation!
Example:

Clearly AxeR XE xmod m

Vx,yzz(X
=ymednE> y

=xmoda (
EktS.t . y

-x
=Rux- y

=(-k).n -kz

Transitive.XEy
mod n y Ez

modn => x=zmode

y - x
=kn z- y =lnb(cz-x =(k+1)n

ktπ 1c1 k +lz

suppose
thatif define (nEIN) REXXT

by S(a,b)/b-a=kn for some k+N3

Then the resulting is notsymmetric

Partition
Apartition ofa set is given by a subset

I 2 5.7. 9↑Y-3,xinx
VXEX, E!i7], s.t. xeXi

When satisfied, we have
a well-defined map X &I

Sit.ExEX, *(x) <2
*
is the unique element3.t.x- Xx(x)

E.g., for bEK,
write b+L

=<a<7)|a - b =kn for some REXS

Then I=3n4,1+nt,..., (n-1)
+n 7312 is a partition

of



For a
set X, giving an equivalence relation is the same

thing as giving a partition

suppose we are given an equivalence relation

=>I <2
x1 =92-2x)xe

=ycX/yex] for some xxx3

xryE=>T(x)
=5(y) <-Suppose we are given a partition 3-2

*

Revisitthe
statementthaton

& gives rise to a
well-defined

"+ "on 1/n

(x,y)4 x +y

XL(nX127 4x7

4yxm x +nt 3xx!
Corx) 11

+1

Tn4x(LInt -> 1IrI

E "+" sit, the diagram commutes

↓ 40
+=" +.(aXπ)

is in particular a binary

operation on LIn

More generally, suppose
that (G,4) is a group

~ is an equivalence relation on
G and letGIN be

the resulting partition of G.

If 1"*"S.T.

ExEtN↓ commutes

G/NXGIw

then "*"defines a group structure on GIN


